A simple unified model of intrinsic rotation and momentum transport in high confinement regime ͑H-mode͒ tokamak plasmas is presented. Motivated by the common dynamics of the onset of intrinsic rotation and the L-H transition, this simple model combines E ϫ B shear-driven residual stress in the pedestal with a turbulent equipartition pinch to yield rotation profiles. The residual stress is the primary mechanism for buildup of intrinsic rotation in the H-mode pedestal, while the pinch drives on-axis peaking of rotation profiles. Analytical estimates for pedestal flow velocities are given in terms of the pedestal width, the pedestal height, and various model parameters. The predicted scaling of the toroidal flow speed with pedestal width is found to be consistent with the International Tokamak Physics Activity database global scaling of the flow speed on-axis with the total plasma stored energy.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
Understanding angular momentum transport in magnetic confinement devices is now a well-recognized problem. The recent observations of "spontaneous" or "intrinsic" rotation in various machines, [1] [2] [3] [4] and the clear scaling trends observed with different heating schemes for the high confinement ͑H͒ mode, 1, 4, 5 and trends that have been identified during L-H transition, 6 make it an interesting but challenging subject of study. Rice's scaling ͑i.e., v ϰ⌬W p / I p ͒, 1 and consistency of the H-mode intrinsic rotation trends point to the existence of a direct link between H-mode intrinsic rotation and pedestal physics. Such a link is consistent with the idea that an E ϫ B shear-driven residual stress may be responsible for the intrinsic rotation phenomenon. 7 It is also interesting to note that several authors seems to have independently come to the conclusion that in order to fit the observed profiles, a residual stress term is indeed necessary, and that a diffusion ͑D͒ and a pinch ͑V͒ model alone is not sufficient. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] The idea that intrinsic rotation may be explained by a residual stress is quite general and is not necessarily limited to the particular mechanism of E ϫ B shear-drive. The key effect of residual toroidal stress, emerges from a unified and systematic theory of radial transport of wave momentum and the processes of its exchange with particles. The theory includes resonant as well as nonresonant momentum transport and yields a pinch as well as a residual stress component. A general method to calculate the symmetry breaking mechanism without a priori assumptions has been developed. 12 Various mechanisms can give rise to residual stress such as toroidal current which generates directional asymmetry in growth rates ͑e.g.,
Ref.
13͒, E ϫ B shear, 7, 14 Elsasser population imbalance in Alfvénic turbulence, 15 charge separation induced by polarization drift, 16 up-down asymmetry of flux surfaces, 17 and the turbulence intensity profile itself. Here, since the focus is on H-mode plasmas, we consider E ϫ B shear as the primary symmetry breaking mechanism. Note that a residual stress that relies on E ϫ B shear can be shown to survive even in the presence of substantial turbulence suppression. This is mainly due to the fact that while both the diagonal and offdiagonal fluxes are reduced by E ϫ B shear, the reduction in the residual toroidal stress component is weaker than the reduction in . The accumulated data on intrinsic rotation suggests that while its trigger is strongly localized in the pedestal, an additional mechanism is likely needed to produce peaked core profiles. This suggests that probably two mechanisms, one for the pedestal, and one for the core, together regulate tokamak rotation profiles. The particular mechanism of E ϫ B shear-driven residual stress, cannot explain peaked profiles due to the fact that when it is efficient, it acts only in a narrow shear layer. Thus, to this end, a complementary theoretical path was also followed. Taking the parallel velocity moment of the conservative form of the gyrokinetic equations 18, 19 in toroidal geometry, it was shown that magnetic curvature leads to a convective flux ͑i.e., a "pinch," if inward͒ of angular momentum density. 20 Afterwards, it was also pointed out that a part of this flux, the so called turbulent equipartition ͑TEP͒ pinch component, can also be obtained from simple consideration of angular momentum conservation in toroidal geometry. 21 This TEP pinch is always inward, regardless of the type of turbulence causing the mixing, and thus is the most robust momentum pinch mechanism. Note that a related mechanism of momentum pinch driven by the Coriolis drift in rotating frame has also been found for ion temperature gradient ͑ITG͒ driven instability. 
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There has also been a series of numerical simulations [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] motivated by these observations and attempts for a theoretical explanation. However it seems that we are not yet at the stage where we can address the issue of intrinsic rotation as a self-organization phenomenon associated with the L-H transition using direct numerical simulations. However formulations that are able to evolve turbulence and flows simultaneously in the laboratory frame, while respecting the basic neoclassical underlying structure, may, in the near future, be able to tackle this difficult problem. 26, 28, 29 Here, we also give a heuristic discussion of the general thermodynamical role of the pedestal in generating toroidal rotation. We note that within the formulation of residual stress, the pedestal acts as a heat engine and converts heating to mechanical ͑flow͒ energy through turbulent or wave mechanical processes. This occurs when the supplied heat ͑e.g., via the temperature gradient͒ drives microinstabilities, which have net wave momenta ͑e.g., due to strong E ϫ B shear symmetry breaking in the pedestal͒. Since the wave momentum flux is part of the momentum flux of the plasma, 12 it follows that as wave momentum is transported, the plasma momentum must change locally. We note that this is a general and robust process, and it unmistakably links toroidal rotation physics to properties of the pedestal ͑e.g., the jump in temperature, etc.͒ while the efficiency of conversion ͑and possibly the direction of rotation͒ are set by the dynamics of microturbulence.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the model that we later use to derive analytically a scaling formula for the toroidal velocity with the pedestal width and show the same scaling by integrating the model numerically. In Sec. III, we explain the physics of intrinsic rotation by analogy to heat engine and note that a similar scaling follows from more general thermodynamic arguments. In Sec. IV we discuss these results and provide our conclusions.
II. THE MODEL
A simple minimal model, with sufficient degrees of freedom to capture established empirical trends with total stored energy and has the ability to produce both peaked and flat profiles, can be constructed by incorporating the two primary effects that are mentioned above ͑i.e., the TEP pinch and the E ϫ B shear-driven residual stress͒. The simple transport model that we propose for this purpose consists of equations of continuity, heat transport and angular momentum transport:
It is important to use angular momentum density in order to describe mean flow evolution since this quantity is globally conserved in the absence of radial currents or external torques. Angular momentum can then be related to the mean flow via a simple algebraic relation ͓see Eq. ͑3c͔͒. Note that, part of this "toroidal residual stress" comes from nonambipolar turbulent transport generating a radial current and therefore a J ϫ B torque in the perpendicular ͑i.e., r ϫ b ͒ direction-related to the perpendicular Reynolds stress. 30 A careful study of this effect is left to a future publication. Here we simply consider the case ͗J r ͘ =0.
In Eqs. ͑1a͒-͑1c͒, the fluxes are given by
⌸ r, = − 0 ‫ץ‬L ‫ץ‬r
where
We include a turbulent pinch for density ͑i.e., V rn ͒ as well as momentum ͑i.e., V rL ͒. Both of these terms can be understood as part of the same physical process: namely, the radial homogenization of the magnetically weighted variables, 20, 21 where "magnetic weighting" arises due to the compressibility of the E ϫ B drift in toroidal geometry. In practice, the magnitudes of these pinches are comparable, but not identical, since momentum is carried by passing ions, while the magnetically trapped electrons make a significant contribution to the particle flux. With these caveats in mind, we will usually use V r ϵ V rn = V rL to refer to both. Moreover, the total particle pinch and the total angular momentum pinch as derived in Ref. 20 contains additional terms, in particular a convective thermoelectric flux component, which we do not consider here. This component is usually in opposite directions for particles and angular momentum. A crucial element in this simple model is the residual stress S. As mentioned previously, S could be due to a multitude of mechanisms. Since here the focus is on H-mode, we consider E ϫ B shear as the primary source of symmetry breaking and so we take S to be proportional to the E ϫ B shear.
The system is closed via the radial force balance equation, which relates E ϫ B shear, pressure P, density n and momentum profiles. Here we take v Ϸ 0, due to strong parallel neoclassical damping. This need not always be true in the case of strongly anomalous transport and high temperature, and the effects of turbulence driven poloidal rotation merit further study. We also neglect the feedback of toroidal rotation from the v B term and use a reduced version of the radial force balance, mainly for simplicity. We note that the turbulence is suppressed by the sheared E ϫ B flow, 31 which we describe by a simple shear suppression formula, as in Ref. 32 . Also, finally we relate the flux surface average of the flow to angular momentum:
We also impose the boundary conditions:
Note that, since this is a model of momentum transport in the "core" that includes the pedestal, here a actually corresponds to the last closed flux surface. The assumption of simple no-slip boundary condition may not in general, be realistic. This is especially true for the case of strong scrape-off layer ͑SOL͒ flows, 33 comparable to intrinsic rotation. However we expect that in H-mode, E ϫ B shearing to sever the link between the poloidally asymmetric SOL flows and the intrinsic core rotation, thus simplifying the boundary condition. The effect of adding a constant v SOL as a boundary condition on the model given above ͓i.e., v ͑a͒ = v SOL ͔ is to offset the pedestal flow by this added boundary flow. In reality, since there is substantial intrinsic core rotation in the H-mode case, a fully self-consistent treatment of the evolution requires dynamical matching of stresses rather than treating one region as a fixed boundary condition for the other. Such an analysis is left to a future study, We evolve n͑r , t͒, P͑r , t͒, and L ͑r , t͒. The parameters of the model are D 0 , D 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 , ␣, ␤, ‫ء‬ , and V r ͑with ␤ not to be confused with the usual plasma ␤͒. The observables are v ͑r , t͒, n͑r , t͒, and P͑r , t͒. Note that the boundary conditions are associated only with the evolving fields and that there is no separate boundary condition, for example, for v Ey . The functional forms of 2 ͑r͒ and 1 ͑r͒ define the geometry associated with magnetic field inhomogeneity and thus determine the TEP pinch. In general, V r =− 1 ‫ץ͑‬ / ‫ץ‬r͒͑ 1 −1 ͒ where 1 is defined implicitly via ٌ · ͑v E 1 ͒ = 0. In practice this gives
gives the flux surface averaged flow in terms of flux surface averaged angular momentum where 2 = ͗R͘ / ͗R 2 ͘. Here we take ͉V r ͉ Շ 1 and 2 ͑r͒Ϸ͑1−r 2 / R 0 2 ͒ / R 0 assuming r / R 0 Ͻ 1. Similarly, since S was originally computed for ͗v ʈ ͘, in order to use it for ͗L ͘, we multiply it by n͗R͘, which gives ␣͑r͒ ϰ ͑1+r
we can use the normalized coefficients 2 ͑r͒Ϸ͑1−r 2 / R 0 2 ͒ and ␣͑r͒ ϰ ͑1+r 2 / R 0 2 ͒␣ 0 . Here, the linear ITG driven case corresponds to ␣ 0 positive, negative ͑with ͉͉ Ͻ 1͒. Note that ϰ / ␥ 2 in the limit ␥ ӷ , the fluid ITG limit for which the mode shift is computed. Interestingly however, in the nonlinear limit, the turbulence decorrelation in ITG is dominated by the fluctuating E ϫ B velocity. In this limit, one uses i ck / k instead of the quasilinear i / k 2 . This results in ␣ 0 Ͼ 0 and Ͼ 0, equivalent to the case previously studied in Ref. 7 . 40 This is one of the cases we consider here as well. Apparently, this case ͑i.e., one with ITG, Doppler shifted to electron direction͒ gives corotation profiles with favorable scaling with pedestal width.
Nevertheless, here we study both of these cases ͑i.e., Ѥ 0͒ to note different conditions for corotation and scaling. We note that the sign of the coefficients as computed by quasilinear theory is not a robust feature of the flux, in particular, it depends on the cross-phase between ⌽ and P, which in turn is affected by the existence of large scale structures. Thus we suggest that the direction of the off-diagonal momentum flux, and in particular, its dependence on the existence of large scale structures, such as zonal flows, should be studied using direct numerical simulations that can address momentum transport self-consistently.
The set of Eqs. ͑1a͒ and ͑3c͒ reproduces the well-known model of Ref. 32 with the addition of nondiffusive angular momentum evolution ͑also similar to Ref. 14͒. Here the focus is H-mode pedestal, and internal transport barrier effects on rotation are thus excluded. Therefore a reduced form of the force balance is used such that there is no feedback on density and/or pressure evolution by the angular momentum ͑i.e., since the rotation is intrinsic, E r Ϸ ٌ r P / n͒. In this limit, we recover dynamics qualitatively very similar to previous results. 7 Noticeable differences are due to the ratio r / R 0 , which modify the functional forms of 2 ͑r͒ and ␣͑r͒ and measure the importance of the toroidal moment of inertia effect and the dimensionless TEP pinch V r ͓e.g., as in Eq. ͑2a͔͒, which reflect the relative strength of anomalous pinch to anomalous diffusion. Note that we mostly focus on the case 1 / D 1 =1.
A. Scaling of velocity with pedestal width
An analytical estimation for the flow velocity can be made by assuming simple piece-wise linear functional forms for pressure and density profiles and using the stationarity condition ⌸ r, = 0 on Eq. ͑2b͒. In order to study basic scalings, we choose a simple form for the profiles:
where x ϵ r − ͑a − w͒ is the distance from the profile "corner," ͑e.g., see Fig. 1͒ ⌰͑x͒ is the Heaviside step function and expressions for pressure and angular momentum profiles are formed similarly. The forms of the profiles imply that v Ey Ј ͑r͒ is large in the "pedestal region" ͓i.e., roughly v Ey Ј ͑r Ͼ ͒ Ϸ ‫ء‬ / w 2 ͔, and small otherwise. Also assuming w Ӷ 1, we can estimate the pedestal flow speed, as
ͪw.
͑5͒
In fact defining A −1 ϵ dn ped / dw, with the assumption that the n ped also scales in this range with w-in accord with what we observe from the model-we get 
where L n,ped −1 ϵ͑1 / n 0 ͒͑dn ped / dw͒ ͑in fact, the coefficient of linear regression of n ped / n 0 versus w͒ and n 0 is a fixed reference density. Note that in a narrow region, such as the pedestal, diffusion and residual stress effects are likely to be dominant over a TEP pinch. Thus, the neglect of the pinch in the above analytical estimate is justified as long as the pedestal is narrow, but not too narrow as to render the piecewise linear approximation invalid. Yet, the above scaling is expected to be valid in a range of relevant pedestal widths.
Although Eq. ͑5͒ gives us an estimate of the pedestal flow velocity, this does not translate directly into an on-axis flow velocity. If the pedestal height is small, than it is the rest of the profile that determines the on-axis component, which actually increases as w decreases ͑along with decreasing P ped ͒. However for the pedestal velocity itself, Eq. ͑5͒ is a reasonable approximation. Also, up to the point where ͑P 0 − P ped ͒ Ͼ P ped , the trend may be expected to approximate the behavior of the on-axis flow speed.
B. Numerical studies
We have also studied this model numerically, results of which can be found in Figs. 2-5 . Since the model equations are very simple, extensive scans of the parameter space have been performed, and we note that there are parameter regimes which are exceptions to the general trends presented here. Furthermore, since the model is overly simple, we did not try to use experimental estimates for the parameter values. Nevertheless, agreement between the numerical integration and the above analytical estimate can be seen clearly in figure. This suggests that the analytical estimate can be used as a general rule of thumb for estimating the velocity at the top pedestal.
Note that within this simple model, it is , the inverse fueling depth ͑i.e., S n ϳ ⌫ a e −͓n a ͑r−a͒+n a Ј͑r − a͒ 2 /2͔ ͒, which primarily determines the pedestal width, and the size of the pedestal change, ͑when is changed͒. Here we give the result in terms of a proportionality of the toroidal flow velocity with the pedestal width. However, during a scan of , we also observe that w ϰ ͕n ped , P ped ͖, and the form of our result for the velocity depends on this height scaling. This could be improved by including a gradient in a la Ref. 34 . However determination of the pedestal width to height scaling is beyond the scope of this paper.
Similar width scans have also been performed in the presence of a strong inward TEP pinch as shown in Fig. 3 . As a result of the pinch, the angular momentum and flow profiles become peaked on axis. However as the pedestal width is increased, the density profile becomes more and more peaked in comparison with the angular momentum profile. This is in fact an artifact of the method we use to change the width by changing . As is decreased the total particle source is increased which allows more particles to be carried inward by the pinch. When the density is more peaked the flow profile becomes less peaked. However, the on-axis an- gular momentum density, which is in fact the conserved quantity, increases in absolute terms as the pedestal width is increased.
III. TURBULENCE AS A HEAT ENGINE: A MODEL FOR INTRINSIC ROTATION
A heat engine is a device that converts heat to mechanical energy, using some kind of cyclic motion driven by temperature gradients. Based on this definition, the analogy with the phenomenon of intrinsic rotation is obvious. A heat engine requires a hot region as the source of heat and a cold region as the sink, thus generating a heat flow or flux. In an H-mode plasma, by taking the top of the pedestal as the "hot region" and the bottom of the pedestal, as the "cold region," we can think of the pedestal as a heat engine ͑see Fig. 6͒ .
In order to elaborate this analogy, let us consider Eq. ͑1b͒. Assuming that the heat source is localized in the core region, we can integrate Eq. ͑1b͒ over the pedestal as
where we defined the total heat flux from the core into the pedestal as Q ped = ͐Q͑r ped ͒dS, and the total heat flux from the pedestal to the SOL as Q a = ͐Q͑a͒dS and dS is the surface element ͑i.e., dS = rRdd for a simple circular plasma͒. These two would normally be the same during either L-mode or H-mode operation. However during the L-H transition we can have Q ped Ͼ Q a . The total heat absorbed by the pedestal   FIG. 3 . ͑Color online͒ Pedestal velocity v ped vs the pedestal width w in the presence of a TEP pinch. The legend and the parameter values are as described in Fig. 2 . The only difference is that here V r = −0.5 ͑which is rather large͒. Note that the pinch is applied to both the angular momentum and density and v is computed using Eq. ͑3c͒. The flow on-axis decreases because the density profile becomes more peaked than the angular momentum profile. Note also that when compared with Fig. 2 , the slope of the pedestal scaling is slightly reduced in the presence of a large inward pinch of angular momentum.
FIG. 4. ͑Color online͒ Pedestal velocity v
ped vs the pedestal width w. As in Fig. 2 , the crosses correspond to the numerical integration of the model, with boxes around them defining the error bars corresponding to finite numerical resolution, and the thick solid line ͑red͒ correspond to the analytical estimate of the slope ͓e.g., Eq. ͑6͔͒. The parameters are also the same as in Fig. 2 , except values which are denoted in the figure. during the L-H transition is equal to the "maximum" energy available to drive flows during the L-H transition.
We can also introduce entropy production rates corresponding to various elements of this system as
so that Q ped =−T ped Ṡ core , Q a = T a Ṡ SOL and Ṡ ped is the entropy production inside the pedestal ͑note that we use plasma physics-like notation where Q is heat flux͒. In other words, in this idealized partition, while the entropy of the core decreases ͑as it loses heat͒, entropy of the edge increases ͑as it absorbs heat͒, the total entropy of the plasma, in the end, has to increase ͑the formulation here parallels that of Ref. 35͒. During the L-H transition Q ped Ͼ Q a , ͑or in other words, Q a = Q ped − ⌬Ẇ Ͻ Q ped ͒. In this case, we can write Eq. ͑8͒ as
since by the 2nd law of thermodynamics this must be greater than zero, we find that the maximum possible work that can be extracted from this system per second is
͑9͒
This is the Carnot efficiency of an ideal heat engine ͓i.e., ͑T hot − T cold ͒ / T hot = W mech / W app. .͔. However, in practice, even in a carefully designed heat engine, not all of this free energy is available to drive flows. In the case of the pedestal, only a fraction of this available free energy can be converted into mechanical energy ͑i.e., flows͒ by turbulent motions. Furthermore, a part of this energy will be directly conducted to the SOL, and thus will not be available for driving rotation.
In steady state, the excess power that goes to drive flows in the pedestal vanishes, leading to the pure conduction result
However since the flows persist in the presence of dissipation, this suggests a balance such that the free energy that is supplied to the pedestal from the core is being used to drive turbulence, which generates mesoscale flow shears ͑i.e., zonal E ϫ B flows͒, which then allow the turbulence to drive toroidal flow by the E ϫ B shear-driven residual stress, however the E ϫ B shear also scatters the turbulence to higher wave-numbers leading to a dissipation of turbulence, and thus depletion of the source for its own drive ͑as well as that of toroidal flow͒. A steady state can be reached when the depletion of the drive of large scale flows reduce to levels comparable to the neoclassical flow damping. It is well known however systems such as these may display intermittent dynamics as well as going to a steady state. While a full L-H transition model can be formulated based on this approach and the maximum entropy principle, 36 our purpose here is simply to connect the temperature pedestal height to the resulting pedestal velocity height. For a simple estimate of this effect, let us consider the angular momentum flux
where S͑⌬ẇ ͒ is the residual stress, taken to be a function of the available mechanical power ͑we further assumed V 0 =0 at the edge for simplicity͒. In the absence of external torque input and edge flows, the steady state implies a balance between diffusive and residual components of the angular momentum flux. Here, while Eq. ͑9͒ gives the available power, the balance in Eq. ͑10͒ sets the direction of rotation,
which is positive if S͑⌬ẇ ͒ Ͼ 0. The flow energy driven by the residual stress ͑i.e., S͒ is
expected to be the same as ⌬ẇ , which gives
where s is a "turbulent transport coefficient" of residual stress whose sign sets the direction of the flow. At this point, one is again challenged with the question of the origin symmetry breaking and has to confront microturbulence characteristics in order to answer it. However we note that, the existence of a pedestal ͑and thus E ϫ B shear, which is taken for granted in this simple picture͒, already guarantees broken symmetry. Using Eq. ͑12͒, we obtain
͑13͒
From the perspective given in this section and particularly Eq. ͑13͒, one can view Rice's scaling with plasma en-
Hot Region
Cold Region ergy as a global scaling of mechanical work ͑i.e., plasma rotation͒ with the work done on the system by heating. The dependence on other parameters ͑such as the inverse scaling with plasma current͒ would influence this relation by changing the efficiency of the conversion, or by modifying the available free energy. This is particularly the case for the parameters that simply modify the pedestal width. 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A clarification should be made in order to compare our model with experiment. Here, all the figures correspond to the nondimensional pedestal velocity, v / c s for which a scaling of the form v / c s ϰ ͑w ped / a͒ is predicted using dimensional analysis and numerical integration of the model. We argue that the pedestal flow accounts for most of this intrinsic rotation. Taking this result literally and noting that w / a ϰ n ped / n 0 for an scan in this model, we obtain v ϳ Cͩ w a ͪc s ,
͑14͒
where the plasma stored energy ͑i.e., W p = ͐nTdV p ͒, V p being plasma volume, naturally scales with the pedestal width. Furthermore, C as defined in Eq. ͑14͒ is not a simple constant. As can be seen in Eq. ͑7͒, C ϳ͑ ‫ء‬ ⑀ŝ / q͒͑a 2 / D ͕neo,res͖ c ͒ ϫ͑c s −1 k y −1 / c ͒͑L n L n,ped / a 2 ͒, which implies more complicated dependencies than the simple scaling of Eq. ͑14͒. The reason we write Eq. ͑14͒ in this form, is to note that a pure width scaling corresponds ͑to some extent͒ to the scaling that has experimentally been observed.
The Rice scaling is of the form v ϰ W p / I p . Thus, Eq. ͑14͒ suggests both a basic agreement with stored energy dependence of the Rice scaling as well as some additional scalings which may impact the extrapolation to ITER, in particular via ‫ء‬ and ⑀ dependences in the coefficient C above. We admit strong dependence of these results on assumptions about fluctuation characteristics within the pedestal region ͑i.e., Bohm versus gyro-Bohm͒ especially through c . We should also note that the Rice scaling is for the flow on axis, whereas the analytical scaling with w, which we devise here, is for the velocity at the top of the pedestal. These two may differ strongly if the pinch is sufficiently strong.
In this paper, we have introduced a simple model of the H-mode intrinsic rotation, which combines both the E ϫ B shear-driven residual stress, and the TEP pinch. We note that the model predicts a simple scaling of rotation velocity with the pedestal width w. This is a clear, testable prediction, in rough agreement with several aspects of the Rice scaling. 5 It is also a signature of the symmetry breaking mechanism based on E ϫ B shear-driven residual stress in H-mode plasmas.
